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Abstract: In this presenta+on I will outline the essen+al features of dynamical mean ﬁeld theory (DMFT) in
connec+on to electronic structures of correlated electron systems. Examples of valence band spectra and x-ray
absorp+on spectra will be given for transi+on metal oxides as well as f-electron systems. In addi+on to
spectroscopic features I will present values of magne+c moments and magne+c exchange interac+ons, and discuss
how DMFT improves on results obtained by eﬀec+ve one-electron theories. A mul+scale approach of coupling
electronic structure informa+on to atomis+c spin-dynamics will also be outlined, and examples of magne+za+on
dynamics will be presented. Examples involve heat assisted magne+za+on reversal of Gd-Fe alloys.
Bio: Olle Eriksson received his PhD from Uppsala University 1989. APer spending three years as a postdoc at Los
Alamos Na+onal Lab, he returned to an Assistant Professor at Uppsala University, 1991. APer a short visit as a
visi+ng scien+st in Los Alamos, 1996-1997, he became an Associate Professor 1997 and chair professor 1999. He is
currently leading a research division of 90 scien+sts at Uppsala University. Prof. Eriksson has supervised 42 PhD
students to examina+on and been the advisor of 26 postdocs. He has published some 600 scien+ﬁc ar+cles of
which several are found in The Physical Review LeZers, PNAS, Nature and Science. He has received several awards
and dis+nc+ons for his work in theory of materials.
His research ID is: orcid.org/0000-0001-5111-1374
and h:ps://scholar.google.com/cita?ons?user=Ijb0QJIAAAAJ&hl=en
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